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From its beginnings, fashion design has been a rapidly flourishing and dynamic field. However, 
like al fields of study, adaptation and innovation cannot occur without a thorough understanding 
of the subject’s fundamentals. Kniting is one of the basic means of weaving single strands into a 
piece of fabric. Over the last century, kniting has developed into much more. There are now 
machine means of kniting to assure quality and eficiency and to alow greater kniting 
capabilities. The artistry of using precise machinery to bind individual threads into a single entity 
cannot be learned alone. To enhance my professional creative works, I obtained an opportunity 
to learn basic hand driven machine kniting from the Department of Textiles and Clothing at Fu 
Jen Catholic University. 
 
A wide range of topics including kniting terminology, machine basic operations, and techniques 
were instructed in the class. The kniting terminologies, such as gauge, course, wale, and stitch 
density, were explained in the class as wel as the types of kniting needles. For machine 
operations, I learned the structure of kniting cams. Kniting cams are atached to a cam plate and 
are fixed, exchangeable, or adjustable. On the particular machine I used, there were three types 
of kniting cams— raising cam, stitching cam, and clearing cam, and there were five main 
kniting cam actions— reset, latch open, clearing, latch close, and knock over. During six weeks 
of study, I learned and created several kniting samples of single jersey, al knit, rib, tubular, half 
Milano, Milano, half cardigan, cardigan, and pleating using seven-gauge hand driven flat double 
bed kniting machine. After daily exercising with each structure, I then proceeded to knit the 
pieces wide and long, so they could be used for creating garments. Meanwhile, I learned to knit 
cords using cord kniting machine. 
 
The purpose of the design was to create a sweater dress that accentuates the varying kniting 
techniques learned over the course of my apprenticeship. Kniting samples were first laid on the 
dress form to start designing. Among the kniting samples, three pieces were selected for the 
main body and a long knited cord was used for detail. The three selected pieces included one 
blue 4 ¼” x 62” with kniting structure of al knit, one black 9 ½” x 32” of 2 x 1 rib, and one 
black 13” x 32” of accordion pleats. Al knit is the basic stitching of the hand driven flat double 
bed kniting machine and provides great stretch ability. Rib knit has excelent crosswise stretch 
and recovery, so it was used for the back of the dress to reveal the natural curve of the body. 
Accordion pleats were created by transfering certain front stitches to the needles on the back 
needle bed and transfering certain back stitches to the needles on the front needle bed. The blue 
cord was knited using cord kniting machine with 1/4” diameter finish and knited for an 
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complimentary efect. The content of yarns is 100% acrylic with characteristic of durability, easy 
care, and softness. 
 
Once the design was established on the dress form, I used the hand slip stitch technique to 
connect al pieces. The dress features the piece of accordion pleats at front as a focal point and 
the black 2 x 1 ribs on the back connected by a blue al knit strip as a stole efect. To add texture 
and details to the blue stole, blue cording was stitched at the hem and continuously run in the 
middle of the stole from one end to the other. The remaining blue cording was used to create a 
spagheti belt with a metal O ring. To encourage the softness of the sweater dress, the metal O 
ring was wrapped with yarn. The dress can be worn with or without the spagheti belt depending 
on personal preference and occasion. 
 
My exploration of fundamental machine kniting techniques alowed me to expand my creative 
horizons. Kniting is an old and often taken for granted art form, but to me, it is a brand new 
concept I have yet to to fuly discover. My role in fashion design typicaly has litle to do with 
yarns since I usualy begin the construction of my garments with fabric. However, I wanted to 
experience and explore how the yarns become fabrics and to understand the ful processes of 
design and construction: from start to finish. I wanted to use the techniques learned to create 
something of artistic value. Kniting and other crafts wil advance as time passes and 
technologies permit; therefore, I find it important to develop an understanding of these skils, but 
also, I find it important to be able to take these skils and transform them into remarkable and 
revolutionary artistry. 
	  
	  
